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This Circular provides guidance for agencies in complying with changes in 
GST and FBT responsibilities resulting from machinery of government 
changes. This Circular withdraws and replaces the previous 2011 Treasury 
Circular TC11-13. 

 
Summary:  
 
Machinery of government changes and administrative changes refer to changes to the 
allocation and reallocation of functions between government departments/agencies and 
Ministers.  These changes include the creation or abolition of government departments and 
agencies.  Machinery of government changes can have implications for agencies in meeting 
their Goods and Services Tax (GST) and Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT) responsibilities.   
 
In New South Wales the Governor may make administrative changes by issuing Orders changing 
relevant schedules under the Constitution Act 1902 pertaining to the Government Sector Employment 
Act 2013 to establish, abolish and change agencies.  Machinery of government/administrative 
changes may also be made under specific legislation applying to a particular agency including Orders 
pursuant to a particular Act. 
 
Goods and Services Tax and Fringe Benefits Tax  
The registration of government agencies for GST and FBT purposes has a number of consequences 
for agencies subject to machinery of government changes.  Agencies must consider a range of 
matters resulting from machinery of government changes (e.g. IT, accounting, legal, tax, personnel, 
accommodation and industrial) which may be complex and time-consuming. 
 
Agencies are responsible for ensuring that GST and FBT obligations are fulfilled correctly following 
machinery of government changes.  This would be assisted by early modification of agency systems, 
timely advice of changes to suppliers and customers and close liaison with other agencies directly 
affected by the machinery of government changes. 
 
GST 
With regard to GST, the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) has provided formal Determinations that 
where machinery of government changes are specified in an Order changing relevant schedules 
under the Government Sector Employment Act 2013 the Commissioner of Taxation (the 
Commissioner) will exercise discretion to treat documents that are not tax invoices as tax invoices. 
This continues the arrangement under the superseded Public Sector Employment and Management 
Act 2002. The time periods for the exercise of the discretion are as follows: 
 

• Where an Order is issued on or before the commencement date of a machinery of 
government change specified in the Order, the Commissioner will exercise discretion for a 
transitional period of three months starting from the commencement date of the machinery of 
government change specified in the Order. 
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• Where an Order is issued after the commencement date of a machinery of government 
change specified in the Order, the Commissioner will exercise discretion for a transitional 
period starting from the date of commencement of the machinery of government change 
specified in the Order to a date three months after the date of the Order. 
 

• Treasury has also received an additional blanket determination for machinery of government 
changes under the Constitution Act 1902 that may not be reflected in changes to schedules 
under the Government Sector Employment Act 2013. 

 
If agencies require more time than the periods covered by the Determination to have tax invoices 
compliant, they should contact the ATO directly to request an extension and explain the reasons for 
seeking the extension. 
 
Where a machinery of government change is specified in an instrument issued under State legislation 
other than the Government Sector Employment Act 2013, the relevant parties to the machinery of 
government change may request the Commissioner to exercise discretion at the time when the 
machinery of government change takes effect. 
 
Other matters 
NSW Treasury does not provide technical or legal advice on GST, FBT or income tax.  Where 
necessary agencies should obtain technical tax advice from their tax advisers or by contacting the 
ATO Business tax enquiries line on 13 72 26. 
 
This Treasury Circular replaces the previous circular NSW TC 11/13 relating to machinery of 
government changes and the associated GST and FBT issues. 
 
Attachments to this Circular: 

• Attachment A: Commissioner of Taxation’s Determinations (2011,2014,2017) under ss.29-
70(1B) 

• Attachment B: FBT Implications of Machinery of Government Changes 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Caralee McLiesh 
Deputy Secretary, Fiscal and Economic Group 
NSW Treasury 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For further information on:  GST – contact Amu Premadas, State Tax Policy Branch ph. 02 9228 4661  
 FBT – contact Henriette Prego, Cash, Banking and Operations ph. 02 9228 3873 
 Email: GST_FBT@treasury.nsw.gov.au  
NSW Treasury website:   www.treasury.nsw.gov.au 
  

mailto:GST_FBT@treasury.nsw.gov.au
https://www.treasury.nsw.gov.au/
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Attachment A 
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         Attachment B 
 

FBT Implications of Machinery of Government Changes 
 
Background 
 
Since disaggregation of the Crown’s FBT return in 2001, General Government Budget Dependent 
entities assumed the responsibility for their own FBT obligations to the Australian Taxation Office 
(ATO). These entities are known as ‘nominated entities’ for FBT purposes. The information contained 
in this document relates solely to issues affecting nominated entities as a result of Machinery of 
government changes and restructure/changes to these entities. 
 
Whenever these changes in structure occur, there are a number of factors that should be considered 
by the affected nominated department(s) and the Crown to ensure their tax obligations are met. As a 
nominated body is not a legal entity in its own right (for fringe benefits taxing purposes) but is part of 
the “body politic” i.e. The Crown, rights and obligations that would be either conferred or imposed on 
a nominated body as a result of treating it as an employer are instead conferred or imposed on the 
Crown. It is therefore important that these rights or obligations are appropriately and responsibly 
handled by the nominated entities to ensure the FBT obligations are met. 
Topics discussed in this document are: 
 

• what is a nominated body; 

• commencement date for a nominated body; 

• further disaggregation; 

• creating/listing a new department (including creating/listing entities resulting from a merger); 

• name change (including name changes resulting from a merger); 

• nominated body ceasing to exist; 

• notification of FBT liability at cessation; 

• reportable fringe benefits amount; and 

• general issues. 
 
What is a nominated body? 
 
NSW may nominate an “eligible State body” for the purposes of Part XIC of the Fringe Benefits Tax 
Assessment Act 1986 (C’th) (the FBT Act). An eligible State body in NSW is defined in section 135T 
of the FBT Act as being a “department” within the meaning of section 6 of the (now repealed) Public 
Sector Employment and Management Act 2002 of New South Wales (PSEMA). The FBTAA still 
refers to the definition in the repealed PSEMA (which was repealed in 2014), but as the Government 
Sector Employment Act 2013 of New South Wales (GSEA) has replaced the PSEMA, a “department” 
should be defined within the meaning of section 3(1) of the GSEA. 
 
Commencement date for a nominated body 
 
For a department to be a nominated body, the State of New South Wales (Crown) via the NSW 
Treasury (Treasury), must have nominated the department to the ATO on or before 21 May in the 
year of tax from which the nomination is to commence (i.e. for a nomination to take effect from the 
FBT year beginning 1 April 2018 onwards, the nomination must take place on or before 21 May 2018. 
 
Where nomination occurs after 21 May in the year of the tax, the FBT obligations for that department 
rest with the Crown until the end of that FBT year, i.e. 31 March following nomination, (for example, if 
nomination occurred on 1 August 2017, the FBT obligations would rest with the Crown until 31 March 
2018). Although the FBT obligations rest with the Crown, the nominated body must: 

• liaise with Treasury FBT officer to ensure payments and information required by the Crown is 
met as requested; 

• ensure sufficient funding is transferred to the Crown (Treasury) to enable quarterly FBT 
instalment payments to be made to the ATO; and 
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• at the end of the first FBT year, prepare and submit a fully compliant and signed FBT return to 
the Director, Cash, Banking and Operations, NSW Treasury by 10 May to enable NSW 
Treasury to prepare and consolidate the FBT return for the Crown and forward to the ATO by 
the due date. 

 
Once nominated, that department remains a nominated body until the nomination is revoked, i.e. 
nomination is only required once. 
 
Further disaggregation  
 
An agency may wish to disaggregate other entities currently covered by Part 4 of the GSEA. Any 
such disaggregation must occur at the end of the FBT year (i.e. 31 March) with the nomination and 
FBT amount payable by the new department to the ATO before 21 May of the new FBT year. An 
agency will be unable to disaggregate a department after 21 May without the prior approval being 
obtained from NSW Treasury. 
 
Once disaggregation and nomination has occurred, responsibility for compliance with the FBT regime 
is the responsibility of the new department. As the Crown will provide no additional funding, agencies 
must ensure sufficient funding is transferred to the new department to cover its FBT liability. 
Agencies must notify the Director, Cash, Banking and Operations, NSW Treasury when a department 
is to be disaggregated. This notification should include the name of the department to be nominated, 
the relevant legislative provision which applies and notional taxes for the newly nominated body and 
the “parent” department (excluding the notional tax of the department to be nominated). The 
notification should be forwarded to NSW Treasury by 10 May to enable NSW Treasury to inform the 
ATO by 21 May. 
  
 
Creating/Listing a department  
 
A new department 
 
Where a new department is created pursuant to relevant NSW legislation and nomination is made to 
the ATO on or before 21 May, the new department will be a nominated body from 1 April in the year 
of the nomination. 
 
Where the nomination occurs after 21 May the FBT responsibility rests with the Crown until the end of 
that FBT year. This means the Crown will pay the quarterly FBT instalments and lodge the end of 
year FBT return to the ATO. However, to enable the Crown to meet these responsibilities, the 
nominated body must: 

• liaise with Treasury FBT officer for assistance in this process to ensure requirements are met; 

• ensure sufficient funding is transferred to the Crown to enable the quarterly FBT instalment 
payments to be made to the ATO; and 

• at the end of the first FBT year, prepare and submit a fully compliant and signed FBT return to 
the Director, Cash, Banking and Operations, NSW Treasury by 10 May to enable NSW 
Treasury to consolidate the Crown FBT return and submit the return to the ATO by the due 
date 21 May of the FBT year. 

 
For example, resulting from a machinery of government change a new NSW Government department 
ABC is created from 1 July 2017. As ABC is created after 21 May 2017, the FBT responsibility rests 
with the Crown until the end of that FBT year, i.e. 31 March 2018. ABC must ensure sufficient funding 
is transferred to the Crown to cover the quarterly FBT payments for September 2017, December 
2017, and March 2018. ABC is also required to prepare and forward its annual FBT return for the 
year ended 31 March 2018 to the Director, Cash, Banking and Operations, NSW Treasury by 10 May 
2018. Providing the Crown advises the ATO on or before 21 May 2018 that ABC is a nominated body, 
ABC will be responsible for its own FBT obligations from 1 April 2018. 
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A new department resulting from a merger 
 
Where a merger involves entities being amalgamated or abolished with functions being transferred to 
an entirely new entity, all of the entities will cease to exist. The ceased entities are required to notify 
the ATO and the Director, Cash, Banking and Operations, NSW Treasury, of the date they ceased to 
exist, and lodge a final FBT return from 1 April to the date of cessation. Payment of any outstanding 
FBT liability must also be made when the final return is lodged with the ATO. 
 
Provided the merger and nomination to the ATO occurs between 1 April and 21 May, the new 
department will be a nominated body from 1 April in the year of nomination. However, where the 
merger and nomination occurs after 21 May, the FBT responsibility rests with the Crown until the end 
of that FBT year. This means that the Crown will pay the quarterly FBT instalments and lodge the end 
of year FBT return with the ATO. However, to enable the Crown to meet these responsibilities the 
nominated body must: 
 

• liaise with Treasury FBT officer for assistance in this process to ensure requirements are met; 

• ensure sufficient funding is transferred to the Crown to enable the quarterly FBT instalment 
payments to be made to the ATO; and 

• at the end of the first FBT year, prepare and submit a fully compliant and signed FBT return to 
the Director, Cash, Banking and Operations, NSW Treasury by 10 May to enable NSW 
Treasury to on forward the return to the ATO. 

 
For example, the abolishment of two hypothetical budget dependent agencies, the Office of 
Consumer Affairs and the Department of Labour Relations to form an entirely new agency called the 
Department of Consumer and Employment Affairs will result in both the Office of Consumer Affairs 
and Department of Labour Relations ceasing to exist. The ceased agencies are required to notify the 
ATO and the Director, Cash, Banking and Operations, NSW Treasury, of the date they ceased to 
exist and lodge a final FBT return from 1 April to the date of cessation. If the Department of 
Consumer and Employment Affairs becomes a nominated body on or before 21 May, it will be 
responsible for its own FBT obligations from 1 April in the year of nomination. However, if it becomes 
a nominated body after 21 May the FBT obligations for the remainder of that year will revert back to 
the Crown (i.e. from the date of cessation until 31 March). 
 
If the merger results in a new department that is not an ‘eligible body’ pursuant to section 135T of the 
FBT Act, then consideration should be given to whether: 
 

• the department should be registered separately as a “current employer” under the FBT Act 
(e.g. A statutory authority who is able to employ); or 

• the department’s FBT liability should be included in the FBT return of a nominated body 
preferable to that of the portfolio department. 

 
Name change 
 
Name change only 
A change in the name of a nominated body will not result in the nominated body ceasing to exist. A 
nominated body which has its name changed will need to advise the ATO, and the Director, Cash 
Banking and Operations, NSW Treasury, of its change in name in the same manner as any other 
employer who changes its name. Any name change must be the same as the name published under 
the GSEA.  
 
For example, changing the name of the Aboriginal Affairs Department to the Department of 
Indigenous Affairs will not result in the nominated body ceasing to exist. 
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Name change as a result of two or more entities merging 
Where the name change is associated with an increase in functions as a result of another nominated 
body being abolished, only the department that is abolished will cease to exist. The ceased 
department is required to notify the ATO, and the Director, Cash, Banking and Operations, NSW 
Treasury, of the date that it ceased to exist and lodge a final FBT return from 1 April to the date of 
cessation. Payment of any outstanding FBT liability must be made when the final return is lodged with 
the ATO. 
 
The nominated body which has changed its name will need to advise the ATO, and the Director, 
Cash, Banking and Operations, NSW Treasury, of its name change. Any name change must be the 
same as the name published under the GSEA. Provided there is an ongoing function within a pre-
existing nominated entity which remains after the restructure, a nominated body that increases or 
decreases its functions and changes its name will not cease to exist. 
 
For example, if the Department of Rivers (a hypothetical department) is abolished with its functions 
transferred to the Department of Land and Environment that also has its name changed to become 
Environment NSW, then only the Department of Rivers has ceased to exist. The Department of 
Rivers is required to notify the ATO and the Director, Cash, Banking and Operations, NSW Treasury 
of the date it ceased to exist and file a final FBT return for the period of 1 April to the date of cessation 
with the ATO. The Department of Land and Environment will need to: 

• change its name; 

• notify the ATO and the Director, Cash, Banking and Operations, NSW Treasury of the name 
change; and 

• vary its FBT instalments to include the remaining instalments of the Department of Rivers. 
 
Nominated body ceasing to exist 
 
A nominated body will cease to exist when there is a substantive change in structure. For example, 
two agencies are merging to form a single new agency, one agency being split into two new 
agencies, an agency/nominated body becoming a statutory authority etc. A name change by itself will 
not result in the nominated body ceasing to exist. 
For example, if the Department of Rivers (a hypothetical department) was abolished on 30 June 
2017, the Department of Rivers would be responsible for preparing and lodging a final FBT return 
with the ATO for the period 1 April 2017 to 30 June 2017: 
 

• The Department of Rivers will cease to be considered to be the ‘employer’ for FBT purposes 
at 30 June 2017; 

• The abolished department must ensure on their final FBT return they answer question 2 on 
page 3 of the FBT return “Do you expect to lodge an FBT return for 2018-19 or future years?” 
Departments should tick √ “No”; 

• The FBT responsibility from 1 July 2017 to 31 March 2018 may revert to the Crown, however, 
Department representatives should in the first instance liaise with the Treasury FBT officer for 
assistance in the process to ensure requirements are met; and 

• Abolished departments must ensure sufficient funding is transferred to the Crown to enable 
the quarterly FBT instalments to be made to the ATO. 

 
In the case where a nominated body becomes a statutory authority, the new statutory body (a 
separate government body) becomes the employer and the Crown will not have an FBT liability for 
the remainder of the year. The statutory authority will not become liable to pay FBT instalments until it 
lodges its first return. However prior to a statutory authority registering for FBT they must ensure that: 

• the new Statutory body can employ under the FBT Act and GSEA; 

• the Statutory Authority’s FBT liability may need to be included in the FBT return of a 
nominated body, preferably that of the portfolio department,  

• liaise with Treasury FBT officer for assistance in this process to ensure requirements are met. 
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Notification of FBT liability at cessation 
 
Where there is a transfer of employees and functions to either another nominated body, or to the 
Crown, the Crown (via NSW Treasury) is required to advise the ATO of the notional tax of the 
nominated entities for the year after the change. The notional tax must include both the tax that was 
paid by the ceased department in the year of change and the tax that was paid for the remainder of 
the year by either the continuing nominated body, or the Crown. Therefore, where a nominated body 
ceases to exist, at the date of cessation that department must advise the Director, Cash Banking and 
Operations, NSW Treasury the following: 

• the date of cessation of the department; 

• the amount of tax paid to the date of cessation; 

• the amount of tax payable for the remainder of the FBT year; 

• Department’s tax file number (TFN); and 

• Australian Business Number (ABN). 
 
This information should be forwarded to NSW Treasury by no later than 10 May. NSW Treasury is 
required by the ATO to collate the data provided by completing the “Nomination or revoke an eligible 
State or Territory Body” and submit to the ATO by no later than 21 May of the FBT year. 
Reportable fringe benefits amount 
 
For reportable fringe benefit amount (RFBA)purposes, both the nominated body that ceased to exist 
and the nominated body to which the employee has transferred (or the Crown if the employee was 
not transferred to a nominated body) will need to separately calculate the value of the fringe benefits 
provided to the employee. Both the ceased department and the nominated body (or the Crown) to 
which the employee was transferred will apply the $2,000 reporting threshold separately in calculating 
the reportable fringe benefits amount. 
For example, if an employee was: 

• employed by one nominated body for the period 1 April to 30 August and had a total taxable 
value of fringe benefits provided by this body of $3,500; and 

• was transferred to another nominated body for the period 1 September to 31 March and had a 
total taxable value of fringe benefits provided by this body of $1,500  

 
The first nominated body would include a RFBA on the employee’s payment summary as the 
employee’s total amount of fringe benefits exceeds $2,000.  The second nominated body would not 
include a RFBA on the employee’s payment summary as the employee’s total amount of fringe 
benefits is less than $2,000. 
 
General issues 
 
Entities need to deal with all issues arising from changes in a coordinated and cooperative way, 
without allowing the FBT impacts to drive planning to the exclusion of other important factors. 
Entities have a responsibility to take all reasonable steps to minimise the impact of changes on their 
FBT obligations. Such reasonable steps include early modification of systems, timelines to address 
relevant issues and close liaison with NSW Treasury and other entities directly affected by the 
changes. 
 
Communication between all affected entities is critical to the success of any changes required. 
 


